
Moving enegy forward: a commitment that goes beyond reliability
At Evergy, we know you expect electricity to always be there. And you should.  
So we’ve worked hard to build one of the best reliability records in the industry. 

We also want you to feel safe and secure. That’s why we offer dusk-to- dawn leased 
lighting options for home or work.

Turn lights on, turn crime off
Evergy offers a variety of lighting fixtures and applications for every security need. 
From backyards to parking lots, loading docks to farm lots. 

Our modern, efficient lights can increase productivity, and protect families, friends  
and employees. All are maintenance free and available for one easy-to-budget  
monthly charge on your electric bill.

Exterior area lighting

For lighting tariffs or  
more information, 

please visit evergy.com

Call 1-888-471-5275 (MO) 
or 1-800-383-1183 (KS) for 
installation and scheduling 
information. All fixtures are 
available on contracts ranging 
from one to three years. 
Reasonable monthly rates include 
installation, maintenance and 
electricity. Ornamental steel  
poles also are available at a  
nominal charge.

More information on back

Choose the fixture that fits your space and application
AREA LIGHTING
4,500-lumen LED area light 7,500-lumen LED area light 13,000-lumen LED area light

25 ft. mounting height

50 ft. 65 ft.

25 ft. mounting height 25 ft. mounting height

75 ft.

This option is ideal for most residential 
applications. 

It provides light comparable to a 70- or 
100-watt high pressure sodium fixture and 
illuminates up to a 50-foot circle.

This option will work for residential or 
commercial applications where a little more 
light is wanted. 

 It provides light comparable to a 100- or 
150-watt high pressure sodium fixture and 
illuminates up to a 65-foot circle.

This option can be used for commercial 
and some residential applications where a 
substantial amount of light is required. 

It provides light comparable to a 250-watt 
high pressure sodium fixture and illuminates 
up to a 75-foot circle.
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FLOOD LIGHTING
10,000-lumen LED flood light

25 ft. mounting height

100 ft. Get light output comparable to a 150 or 250-watt metal halide/
high pressure sodium fixture in this efficient commercial or 
rural fixture. Well suited to brighten parking areas, garages, 
outbuildings, paddocks or farm yards. 

It projects a directional “fan” of flight up to 100 feet. 

23,000-lumen LED flood light

25 ft. mounting height

140 ft. This flood light has an output similar to a 250- or 400-watt 
metal halide/high pressure sodium fixture. It is available for 
both commercial and rural applications where a bigger area 
needs to be lit. It can be used to light up parking areas, garages, 
outbuildings, paddocks and farm yards.

It projects a directional “fan” of flight up to 140 feet.

45,000-lumen LED flood light

25 ft. mounting height

180 ft.

This LED offering provides light comparable to 
a 1,000-watt metal halide/high pressure sodium 
fixture. This is the outstanding choice for industrial 
and large commercial applications, or wherever 
illumination is needed over a large area.

It projects a directional “fan” of light up to  
180 feet with minimal backlight effect.


